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Fine Analysis of Blow up and ApplicationsYanYan Li0. IntroductionBlow up analysis has been very useful in the study of nonlinear partial di�er-ential equations. Usually blow up analysis is done with respect to energy norms,namely, giving asymptotic description in Sobolev norms to a sequence of solutions(or approximate solutions) of nonlinear partial di�erential equations. In a num-ber of applications, pointwise asymptotic analysis is needed. This is a �ner blowup analysis. In this note we briey describe some of the problems we have beenworking on and many of our studies rely on such �ner analysis of blow up. Theseproblems include the Yamabe problem on manifolds with boundary, the problem ofprescribing scalar curvature on Sn, and the best Sobolev inequality on Riemannianmanifolds.1. The Yamabe problem on manifolds with boundaryLet (M; g) be an n-dimensional compact, smooth, Riemannian manifold with-out boundary. For n = 2, the Uniformization Theorem of Poincar�e says that thereexist metrics on M which are pointwise conformal to g and have constant Gausscurvature. For n � 3, the well known Yamabe conjecture states that there existmetrics on M which are pointwise conformal to g and have constant scalar curva-ture. The answer to the Yamabe conjecture is proved to be a�rmative throughthe work of Yamabe [Y], Trudinger [T1], Aubin [A1], and Schoen [S1]. See Leeand Parker [LP] for a survey. See also Bahri and Brezis [BB], Bahri [B1], andSchoen [S2, S3] for works on the problem and related ones. More recently, Schoenhas obtained compactness results for the Yamabe problem. He proved in [S3] thatwhen (M; g) is locally conformally at but not conformally equivalent to the stan-dard sphere, then all solutions to the Yamabe problem stay in a compact set ofC2(M) and the total degree of all solutions is equal to �1. In the same paperhe also announced, with indication of the proof, the same result for general mani-folds. This is much stronger than the existence results. Analogues of the Yamabeproblem for compact Riemannian manifolds with boundary have been studied byCherrier, Escobar, and others. In particular, Escobar proved that a large class ofcompact Riemannian manifolds with boundary are conformally equivalent to one1991 Mathematics Subject Classi�cation. AMS subject classi�cation: 58, 53, 35.Key words and phrases. Yamabe problem, Scalar curvature, Best Sobolev inequality.c2000 American Mathematical Society and International Press285



286 YANYAN LIwith constant scalar curvature and zero mean curvature on the boundary. In thefollowing, (M; g) denotes some smooth, compact, n-dimensional Riemannian man-ifold with boundary, � denotes the outward unit normal on @M , hg denotes themean curvature of @M with respect to �. We restrict ourselves to manifolds ofpositive type. This means that the sign of the �rst eigenvalue �1 of the followingeigenvalue problem is positive:8>><>>:��g'+ n� 24(n� 1)Rg' = �'; M�;@'@� + n� 22 hg' = 0; @M:Escobar proved ([E2]) that for a large class of manifolds, there exists ~g, conformallyequivalent to g, such that R~g = 1 in M and h~g = 0 on @M . He continued to show([E3]) that for the same class of manifolds there exist c+ > 0 and c� < 0 and twoconformal metrics ~g� such that R~g� = 1 in M and h~g� = c� on @M . Togetherwith Z.C. Han we proposed in [HL2]Conjecture 1 For all c 2 R, there exists ~g conformal to g such thatR~g = 1 in M; h~g = c on @M:Conjecture 2 All solutions to the above stay in a compact set of C3(M), un-less (M; g) is conformally equivalent to standard half spheres.Theorem 1.1 ([HL2]) Conjecture 1 and Conjecture 2 hold when (M; g) islocally conformally at with umbilic boundary.Theorem 1.2 ([HL3]) Conjecture 1 holds when n � 5 and the boundary of Mhas at least one non-umbilic point.The boundary of M is called umbilic if the traceless part of the second funda-mental form is identically zero on the boundary. A boundary point of M is callednon-umbilic if the traceless part of the second fundamental form is nonzero at thepoint. One ingredient in the proof of Theorem 1.1 is the following Liouville typetheorem in Rn+Theorem 1.3 ([LZ1]) Solutions to8><>:��u = n(n� 2)un+2n�2 ; u > 0; Rn+ ;@u@xn = cu nn�2 ; @Rn+ ;are of form u�;c(x0; xn) = � �1 + �2j(x0; xn)� (x0; xn)j2 �2;where � > 0; x0 2 Rn�1 ; and xn = c(n�2)� :



FINE ANALYSIS OF BLOW UP AND APPLICATIONS 287Such Liouville type theorem in Rn is due to Ca�arelli, Gidas and Spruck([CGS]), and, under an additional hypothesis u(x) = O(jxj2�n) for large jxj, isdue to Obata ([O]) and Gidas, Ni and Nirenberg ([GNN]). Under the same addi-tional decay hypothesis the result in Rn+ is due to Escobar ([E1]).In [HL4] we have also proved Conjecture 1 for n = 3; 4; 5. For the Yamabeproblem, the solutions of Schoen in low dimensions rely on a consequence of thePositive Mass theorem of Schoen and Yau ([SY1], [SY2]): In appropriate localcoordinates, the expansion of the Green0s function is of the form jxj2�n+A+O(jxj�)with constant A � 0 and A = 0 if and only if the manifold is conformally equivalentto standard spheres. For the Yamabe problem with boundary, new di�cultiesoccur in low dimensions when the boundary has no umbilic points. In any localcoordinates with gij(0) = �ij near a non-umbilic boundary point (identi�ed asx = 0), the term after jxj2�n in the expansion of the Green0s function is singular.For instance, in dimension n = 3, the expansion of the Green0s function is of theform jxj�1+A(x)+O(jxj�), where A(x) is homogeneous of degree 0, non-constant,with no de�nite sign. Nevertheless we obtain some kind of average sign conditionon A(x) and prove Conjecture 1.2. Prescribing scalar curvature on SnLet (Sn; g0) be the standard n�sphere. The following question was raised by L.Nirenberg. Which function K(x) on S2 is the Gauss curvature of a metric g on S2conformally equivalent to g0? Naturally one may ask a similar question in higherdimensional case, namely, which function K(x) on Sn is the scalar curvature of ametric g on Sn conformally equivalent to g0?For n � 3, we write g = u 4n�2 g0, the problem is equivalent to �nding a solutionof(2.1) ��g0u+ n(n� 2)4 u = n� 24(n� 1)K(x)un+2n�2 ; u > 0; on Sn;where �g0 denotes the Laplace-Beltrami operator associated with the metric g0.For n = 2, we write g = e2ug0, and the equation takes the form(2.2) ��g0u+ 1 = K(x)e2u; on S2:A necessary condition for solving (2.1) or (2.2) is that K being positive some-where. A more subtle and important necessary condition was given by Kazdan andWarner in [KW] (see also [BE] for a generalization). These necessary conditionsare not su�cient for the existence, see [CLi1] and [HL1]. Much e�ort has beenmade in �nding various su�cient conditions. In particular, the su�cient conditionon S2 given by Moser ([M1]) is thatK(�x) � K(x) andK(x) > 0 somewhere. Thiswas extended by Escobar and Schoen ([ES]) to higher dimensions: K(�x) � K(x)and there exists a point �x such that K(�x) = maxK > 0 and all derivatives of K upto n� 2 order at �x vanish. In dimension n = 3 this is a complete generalization ofthe result of Moser. Such complete generalization is no longer valid in dimensionn � 4, see Bianchi and Engnell ([BiE]) and Bianchi ([Bi]). Further extensions were



288 YANYAN LImade by Chen ([Ch]) and Hebey ([H1]) to functions K which are invariant undermore general groups of isometries. Another type of su�cient condition, discoveredby Chang and Yang ([CY1] and [CY2])) on S2 and Bahri and Coron ([BC]) onS3 is as follows: K is a C2 positive Morse function having nonzero �K at criticalpoints of K and satisfying(2.3) XrK(x)=0;�K(x)<0(�1)i(x) � (�1)n 6= 0:Due to some more recent work of Schoen ([S4]), Chang, Gursky and Yang([CGY]), and Schoen and Zhang ([SZ]), C3 norms of all solutions are boundedand the number on the left hand side of (2.3) is the Leray-Schauder degree of allsolutions. Chang and Yang showed in [CY3] that (2.3) is su�cient in all dimensionsif we further assume that K is close to 1 in L1(Sn) norm. Without this closenesshypothesis (2.3) is not su�cient for the existence on S4, a fact which can be deduced,by elementary consideration, from the results of Bianchi and Engnell ([BiE] and[Bi]) and Li ([Li2]). It is reasonable to believe that (2.3) is not su�cient for n � 5either. A third type of su�cient conditions (Mountain Path type) was given byChen and Ding ([CD]). There are more existence results for dimension n = 2; 3.For higher dimensions, see for instance [ES], [CY3], [BCH], [Li1], [Li2], [B2],[AB], [CL4], [AGP], and the references therein. In the following we present ourresults in [Li2] for n = 4. Let MK denote the set of positive solutions of (2.1) andset C2(S4)+ = fK 2 C2(S4) j K(x) > 0 8 x 2 S4g: We have de�ned explicitly asubset A � C2(S4)+, which is open and dense with respect to the C2 topology, andon which we have de�ned an integer valued, continuous function Index : A ! Z:Though there is an explicit formula of Index(K) for Morse functions K in A, itis by no means obvious that the Index mapping can be extended as a continuousfunction on A. The next theorem gives optimal compactness results, as well asexistence results and a degree counting formula of solutions.Theorem 2.1 ([Li2]) (a) For any K 2 A, Ki ! K in C2(S4), and anyui 2MKi , we have0 < lim infi!1 (minS4 ui) � lim supi!1 (maxS4 ui) <1:(b) For any K 2 C2(S4)+nA = @A, there exists Ki ! K in C2(S4), and ui 2MKisuch that limi!1(maxS4 ui) =1; limi!1(minS4 ui) = 0:(c) For any K 2 A, 0 < � < 1, there exists constant C = C(K) such that for allR � C,(2.4) deg �u� 16(��g0 + 2)�1(Ku3);OR; 0� = Index (K);where OR = fu 2 C2;�(S4) j 1=R < u < R; kukC2;�(S4) < R g, and deg denotesthe Leray-Schauder degree in C2;�(S4). As a consequence, MK 6= � provided Index(K) 6= 0.



FINE ANALYSIS OF BLOW UP AND APPLICATIONS 289We only briey describe what is needed in the proof of Part (c). For any Morsefunction K 2 A, let K� = (1� �) + �K for 0 � � � 1. Because of Part (a), thereexist 0 < �1 < � � � < �l < 1 such that for all � 2 (0; 1]nf�1; � � � ; �lg the total Leray-Schauder degree of all possible solutions with respect to K�, denoted as d�, is wellde�ned and is a constant function of � in each component of (0; 1] n f�1; � � � ; �lg.The left hand side of (2.4) is d1, which is what we want to calculate. The valueof d� for small � is known due to the work of Chang and Yang [CY3]. So it issu�cient to calculate the jump-values of d� at �m for 1 � m � l. Indeed we knowthese jump-values from [Li2] which yields (2.4) for a Morse function K in A. Thevalidity of (2.4) for all K in A then follows from Part (a). This is di�erent from thesituation in dimension n = 2; 3 where d� is a constant in the whole interval (0; 1],no jumps occur.We have also given a complete characterization of blow up solutions of (2.1) indimension n = 4. ForK 2 C2(S4)+, we have de�ned explicitly a set S(K) consistingof points of the form (q(1); � � � ; q(k)) with k � 1, rK(q(j)) = 0;�K(q(j)) � 0for each j, and some additional properties. This set satis�es the property thatS(K) = � if and only if K 2 A.Theorem 2.2 ([Li2]) (a) Let K 2 C2(S4)+;Ki ! K in C2, ui 2 MKi withmaxS4 ui !1. Then K 2 C2(S4)+ nA and for some (q(1); � � � ; q(k)) 2 S(K), fuig,after passing to a subsequence, blows up at precisely the k points.(b) Let K 2 C2(S4)+ n A; (q(1); � � � ; q(k)) 2 S(K). Then there exists Ki ! K inC2, ui 2MKi such that fuig blows up at precisely the k points.The above compactness results are new and optimal. The existence result extendsthat of Bahri and Coron [BC], Benayed, Chen, Chtioui, and Hammami [BCH],and Zhang [Zh]. It follows from our results that solutions to the problem may havemore than one point of blow up, a new phenomena which is very di�erent from thesituation in dimension n = 2; 3. The phenomena of more than one point of blowup has also been exhibited for n � 5 in [Li2].The main ingredient in establishing Theorem 2.1-2.2 is some �ne analysis ofblow up to solutions of (2.1). Such analysis, local in nature, was carried out bySchoen ([S4]) and Schoen and Zhang ([SZ]) in dimension n = 3 for any positiveC2 functions K, and in dimension n � 4 for constant K. This was extended by theauthor to dimension n = 4 for any positive C2 functions K, and in dimension n � 5for those K which further satisfy suitable (n � 2)-atness hypothesis near criticalpoints of K. Such analysis in particular implies, under the above hypothesis, thefollowing Harnack type inequality for solutions u of (2.1)(supB� u)(infB2� u) � C�2�n;where B� and B2� are concentric balls and C is independent of u. The atness ordern� 2 is the borderline for various existence and compactness results to hold. Therelevance to the existence of the atness order n� 2 to the existence was exhibitedin [ES]. Our notion of the atness order, introduced in [Li1], is stronger thanmerely requiring derivatives up to n� 2 order vanish at critical points, as in [ES].As an application, existence and degree counting formula are obtained for such K.For instance, one result, an extension of known results in dimension n = 2; 3, is asfollows.



290 YANYAN LITheorem 2.3 ([Li1]) For n � 3, we suppose that K 2 C1(Sn) is some positivefunction such that for any critical point q0 of K, there exists some real number � =�(q0) 2 (n� 2; n) such that in some geodesic normal coordinate system centered atq0, K(y) = K(0)+Pnj=1 aj jyj j� +R(y); where aj = aj(q0) 6= 0;Pnj=1 aj 6= 0, R(y)is C [�]�1;1 near 0 and satis�es limjyj!0P0�j�j�[�] j@�R(y)jjyj��+j�j = 0. Then allsolutions of (2.1) are uniformly bounded in C2(Sn) norm and the Leray-Schauderdegree of all solutions is equal toPrg0K(q0)=0;Pnj=1 aj(q0)<0(�1)i(q0)�(�1)n, wherei(q0) = #faj(q0) j aj(q0) < 0; 1 � j � ng: In particular if the number is not zero,(2.1) has at least one solution.We remark that i(q0) is the Morse index of K at q0 if � = 2. When � = n� 2the existence part no longer holds, and, following from [CL4], the Leray-Schauderdegree of all solutions is equal to zero if �(q0) 2 ((n� 2)=2; n� 2) for all the q0's,which is completely di�erent from the case �(q0) 2 (n � 2; n). A consequence ofthe results in [Li1] and [Li2] is the following density result: C1 scalar curvaturefunctions are dense in C1;� (0 < � < 1) norms among positive functions. This isnot true in the C2 norm.In a series of papers Chen and Lin have made further investigation on the scalarcurvature equations. Among other things, they used the method of moving planesto establish such Harnack type inequalities in [CL1] under suitable (n� 2)-atnesshypothesis. Moreover they have obtained delicate estimates when the atness orderis � 2 (1; n � 2). In particular they exhibited that (n � 2)=2 is the borderlineatness order for the existence of a sequence of solutions with energy tending toin�nity. Their analysis should be useful in establishing strong existence results inhigh dimensions for those K with atness order � 2 (1; n � 2). Indeed they havealready established in [CL4] a degree counting formula in dimension n = 5 for suchfunctions.In the above discussion we have required that K be positive everywhere. If Kchanges signs, what was missing is the control of solutions u near K�1(0). Thishas been settled for n � 3 by Chen and Li in [CLi2] where they showed that if 0is a regular value of K, the L1 norms of u near K�1(0) is uniformly bounded forall solutions u. Though the estimates were established on Sn, the proof applies tolocally conformally at Riemannian manifolds. With the help of this result, one canextend a number of previously known results for positiveK to include thoseK whichchange signs. For instance, Theorem 2.3 can be extended to allowK to change signs,as long as 0 is a regular value of K. More speci�cally, in the statement of Theorem2.3, q0's are being understood as critical points with positive values K(q0) and thenumber is therefore changed toPrg0K(q0)=0;K(q0)>0;Pnj=1 aj(q0)<0(�1)i(q0)�(�1)n.One can also extend the previously mentioned density result in [Li1] to its fullgenerality: C1 scalar curvature functions are dense in C1;� (0 < � < 1) normsamong functions which are positive somewhere. This is a generalization of the Lpdensity result in [BE] and the C0 density result in [Li1].Another way to obtain the estimates of Chen and Li is to show that there isno positive solution to ��u = xnun+2n�2 ; in Rn :This was established independently by Zhu ([Z1]) for even n, and by Lin ([L]) forall n.



FINE ANALYSIS OF BLOW UP AND APPLICATIONS 2913. The best Sobolev inequality on Riemannian manifoldsIt is well-known that sharp Sobolev inequalities are important in the study ofpartial di�erential equations, especially in the study of those arising from geometryand physics. There has been much work on such inequalities and their applications.See, for example, Trudinger [T2], Moser [M2], Aubin [A2, A3], Talenti [Ta], Lieb[L1, L2], Brezis-Nirenberg [BN], Cherrier [C], Brezis-Lieb [BL], Carleson-Chang[CC], Struwe [ St], Escobar [E1], Carlen and Loss [CaL], Beckner [Be], Adimurthiand Yadava [AY], Hebey and Vaugon [HV1, HV2], Hebey [H2, H3], Li and Zhu[LZ2, LZ3], Zhu [Z2, Z3], Druet [D], Aubin, Druet and Hebey [ADH], and thereferences therein.For n � 2, 1 � p < n, and p� = np=(n� p), let1K(n; p) = inf (krukLp(Rn)kukLp�(Rn) ����u 2 Lp�(Rn ) n f0g; ru 2 Lp(Rn )) :Aubin [A2] and Talenti [Ta] calculated the value of the above Sobolev constantK(n; p) and found the extremal functions.Let (Mn; g) be a compact Riemannian manifold, it was shown [A2] that forany � > 0 there exists a constant Ap(�) (depending also on the manifold (Mn; g))such thatk'kLp� � [K(n; p) + �]kr'kLp +Ap(�)k'kLp ; 8 ' 2W 1;p(Mn);andK(n; p) is the smallest constant having this property. A natural question arises:Is the best constant achieved? i.e. does there exist Ap(0)? Aubin made a conjecturein [A3] concerning the following inequalities:ConjectureThere exist constants A(p) such that any ' 2W 1;p(Mn) satis�es(3.1) k'kpLp� � K(n; p)pkr'kpLp +A(p)k'kpLp if 1 � p � 2;and(3.2) k'k pp�1Lp� � K(n; p) pp�1 kr'k pp�1Lp +A(p)k'k pp�1Lp if 2 < p < n:A stronger form of (3.2) is(3.3) k'k2Lp� � K(n; p)2kr'k2Lp +A(p)k'k2Lp if 2 < p < n:The above conjecture was made because he proved these inequalities when themanifold is the standard n�sphere Sn. He also proved that the best constant isachieved for manifolds of dimension two, and for manifolds of constant sectionalcurvature. Related problems on domains of Rn were studied by Brezis-Nirenberg[BN], Brezis-Lieb [BL], and Adimurthi and Yadava [AY]. Hebey and Vaugonproved in [HV1] and [HV2] inequality (3.1) for p = 2 under the following condition:( (Mn; g) has a positive injectivity radius d > 0;jRijklj and jrmRijkl j are bounded by k: (H)Results on compact manifolds with boundaries, also for p = 2, were obtained by Liand Zhu in [LZ2] and [LZ3]. Further results were given by Zhu in [Z2] and [Z3].Recently Druet has shown in [D] that inequality (3.1) is false for 4 < p2 < n ifthe scalar curvature is positive somewhere. Then Aubin, Druet, and Hebey provedin [ADH] that inequality (3.1) holds for all p 2 (1; n) on compact manifolds ofdimension 2; 3 or 4 with non-positive sectional curvature. Together with Aubin weestablished



292 YANYAN LITheorem 3.1 ([AL]) Let (Mn; g) be a C1 complete Riemannian manifoldsatisfying (H). Then there exist constants A(p), depending also on n, d and k, suchthat for all ' 2W 1;p(Mn; g), inequality (3.1) holds for all 1 < p � 2, and inequality(3.3) holds for all 2 < p < n.The larger the exponent of the norms is, the stronger is the inequality, so theconjecture for 1 < p < n follows from the above theorem. In fact we establishedstronger inequalities where the norms are to some exponent which seems optimal,see [AL] for details. Theorem 3.1 was also independently obtained by Druet.References[AY] Adimurthi and S.L. Yadava, Some Remarks on Sobolev Type Inequalities, Calc. Var.and PDEs 2 (1994), 427-442.[AGP] A. Ambrosetti, J. Garcia Azorero and I. Peral, Perturbation of �u + uN+2N�2 = 0, thescalar curvature problem in RN and related topics, J. Funct. Analysis, to appear.[A1] T. Aubin, �Equations di��erentielles non lin�eaires et probl�eme de Yamabe concernant lacourbure scalaire, J. Math. Pures Appl.55 (1976), 269-296.[A2] T. Aubin, Espaces de Sobolev sur les vari�et�es Riemanniennes, Bull. Sc. Math. 100(1976), 149-173.[A3] T. Aubin, Probl�emes isop�erim�etriques et espaces de Sobolev, J. Di�. Geom. 11 (1976),573{598.[ADH] T. Aubin, O. Druet and E. Hebey, Best constants in Sobolev inequalities for compactmanifolds of nonpositive curvature, C. R. Acad. Sci. Paris, to appear.[AB] T. Aubin and A. Bahri, M�ethodes de topologie alg�ebrique pour le probl�eme de la courburescalaire prescrite, J. Math. Pures Appl. 76 (1997), 525-549.[AL] T. Aubin and Y.Y. Li, On the best Sobolev inequality, J. Math. Pures Appl. 78 (1999),353-387.[B1] A. Bahri, Proof of the Yamabe conjecture without the positive mass conjecture for locallyconformally at manifolds, Nonlinear variational problems and partial di�eren-tial equations (Isola d'Elba, 1990), Pitman Res. Notes Math. Ser., 320, Longman Sci.Tech., Harlow (1995), 13{43.[B2] A. Bahri An invariant for Yamabe-type ows with applications to scalar-curvature prob-lems in high dimension, Duke Math. J., 81 (1996), 323-466.[BB] A. Bahri and H. Brezis, Non-linear elliptic equations on Riemannian manifolds withthe Sobolev critical exponent, Topics in geometry, Progr. Nonlinear Di�erentialEquations Appl., 20, Birkhauser Boston, Boston, MA (1996), 1{100.[BC] A. Bahri and J.M. Coron, The scalar-curvature problem on standard three-dimensionalsphere, J. of Func. Anal. 95 (1991), 106-172.[Be] W. Beckner, Sharp Sobolev inequalities on the sphere and the Moser-Trudinger inequality,Ann. of Math. 138 (1993), 213-242.[BCH] M. Benayed, Y. Chen, H. Chtioui, and M. Hammami, On the prescribed scalar curvatureproblem on 4-manifolds, Duke Math. J., 85 (1996), 633-677.[Bi] G. Bianchi, Non-existence and symmetry of solutions to the scalar curvature equation,Comm. Partial Di�erential Equations 21 (1996), 229-234.[BiE] G. Bianchi and H. Egnell,An ODE approach to the equation �u + Kun+2n�2 = 0 in Rn;Math. Z. 210 (1992), 137-166.[BE] J.P. Bourguignon and J.P. Ezin, Scalar curvature functions in a conformal class of metricand conformal transformations, Tran. Amer. Math. Soc. 301 (1987), 723-736.[BL] H. Brezis and E.H. Lieb, Sobolev inequalities with remainder terms, J. Funct. Anal.62 (1985), 73-86.[BN] H. Brezis and L. Nirenberg, Positive solutions of nonlinear elliptic equations involvingcritical Sobolev exponents, Comm. Pure Appl. Math. 36 (1983) 437-477.[CGS] L. Ca�arelli, B. Gidas and J. Spruck, Asymptotic symmetry and local behavior of semi-linear elliptic equations with critical Sobolev growth, Comm. Pure Appl. Math. 42(1989) 271-297.
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